INTRODUCTION: DRONES,
DROIDS, & DILEMMAS

by Terry Ewell
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elcome to this academic year that will feature the
COFAC (College of Fine Arts & Communication)
theme “Drones and Droids.” Over this year the
College will provide artistic explorations and commentaries
on the theme of technology. We will explore topics from a
world in which cars drive themselves, drones deliver goods,
and computer algorithms are replacing human workers. The
COFAC theme is timed to coincide with the 2019 setting of
the Sci-Fi classic Blade Runner (1982). This year also marks the
200th anniversary of Mary Shelley’s famous novel Frankenstein;
or, The Modern Prometheus.

www.towson.edu/cofac

The three laws are generally stated as: 1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm. 2. A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except
where such orders would conflict with the First Law. 3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as
such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law.
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There are several COFAC events presenting the theme this
semester. The Fall concert season for the Department of Music
will open on September 16th with the TU Brass Quintet under
the title “Ancient Calls: Time and Space.” Also launching
early in September are podcasts hosted by Adam Schwartz,
EMF (Electronic Media and Film) faculty member, devoted
to discussions of technology. The Department of Electronic
Media and Film is further supporting the theme with the film
series “Drones and Droids: Cyborg Sex” hosted by Professors,
Kalima Young and Michael Angelella. There will be many
other items as well adding to the collective commentary. If you
come away from these COFAC events inspired or disturbed,
pondering or perplexed, informed or bemused, then we will
have accomplished our artistic goals.
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MACHINES THAT FAKE IT
Mechanical or synthetic replications of humans have been a
favorite subject of science-fiction books, movies, and television for over one hundred years. In these fantasies of future
life, the quasi-people serve and aid humans. In certain stories
the replicants even assume the full roles, rights and relationships as peers to people. Underlying these stories, however,
are aspects that are often overlooked. Although crafted as
explorations about robots, androids, droids, or cyborgs, they
also express the search for the essence of humanity—its aspirations, hopes, and dreams—and whether Homo sapiens are
distinctive and will remain so.
One science fiction author stands out among the numerous
writers for his visionary conception of synthetic persons and
the moral and sociological implications they bring. Movies
such as I, Robot (2004), which stars Will Smith, Bicentennial
Man (1999) with Robin Williams, and the lesser-known Rus-

sian film The End of Eternity (1987) were inspired by the writings of Isaac Asimov. Yet these movies only touch upon small
portions of his contributions on the subject. Asimov’s “Three
Laws of Robotics,” given in his 1942 short story Runaround, is
one of the earliest and most influential statements about how
robots should interact with people and other robots.1 Further
elaborations of these laws and ideas about human and robot
interactions, emotional bonding, and even marriage between
a robot and human are creatively explored in the novel The
Robots of Dawn and other works.2 Asimov’s future world is
one where robots can peacefully co-exist with humans and
most often it is the humans that form the destructive forces
in society. The robots are autonomous agents, constrained by
their programing, which function well in future societies.
There are numerous examples of movies and television shows
exploring the theme of quasi-humans. The classic movie Metropolis (1927) is famous for the strength of its story line and
compelling cinematic presentation. Here the robotic female
is portrayed as both seductive and menacing. At other times
she is an agent of distruction. In Blade Runner (1982) Rick
Deckard is assigned to “retire” four dangerous replicants who
cling to life as desperately as any human. After completing
that work, however, he escapes with a replicant named Rachel. In the sequel Blade Runner 2049 (2018) the movie reveals that Rachel and Deckard have had a child. This event
is all the more unusual because Deckard is probably a replicant himself. The TV series Star Trek: The Next Generation
(1987-1994) and subsequent movies follow development
of Data, an android that functions as an officer on the crew
of the starship Enterprise. Data is treated as a person by the
ship’s crew, develops more and more human attributes as
the series progresses, and eventually is accorded full human
rights—even marriage. The TV series Humans (2015-present)
explores in more detail the integration, conflicts, and tribalism
between humans and androids (“synths”). Their blood may
be blue and their eyes green, but the series presents the androids as often possessing more humane qualities than the
red-blooded Homo sapiens in the same stories. Also, worthy
of note is Black Mirror, which features a collection of distinct
episodes about technology. The fall 2018 film series hosted
by EMF titled, “Drones and Droids: Cyborg Sex,” will present two episodes from Black Mirror, that explore virtual reality,
the dream of eternal youth, and The Singularity (the point at
which machine and himan intelligence merge).
The physical attributes of these quasi-humans are the first
challenge to the essence, the ontology (nature of being), of
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humans. A century ago, humans only needed to ponder how
they were distinct from animals. Arguments forwarded at that
time often had to do with physical attributes of Homo sapiens, such as the opposable thumb, the ability to make tools,
or speech. Androids as portrayed in media, however, pose a
far greater threat to human distinctiveness since they can be
made to look identical to humans in appearance and physical function.3 While the limits to human strength and beauty
are constrained by genetics and nutrition, this is not the case
with the quasi-human creations. Furthermore, the challenge
presented by quasi-humans is proportional to their numbers.
Star Trek’s Data was never viewed as a threat to human society
because Data was unique. However, when androids can be
mass produced they pose a real threat by displacing many
humans from their workplace and societal positions. The riot
scenes portrayed in the third season of the TV series Humans
indicate the social upheaval that could occur.
The intellectual attributes of these quasi-humans are the second challenge. Alan Turing, in 1950, developed a test of a
machine’s ability to mimic the intelligence of a human.4
Humans in one room dialogue with humans or machines in
other rooms via text messages. The evaluators can ask questions about current events, poetry, daily life, etc. At the end
of the “conversation,” the human evaluators are tasked with
determining if the responses are coming from another human
or a machine. The test is passed if over 30% of the evaluators are convinced the machine is human. The first artificial
intelligence (AI) program passed the test in 2014 by posing
as a 13-year old Ukrainian boy.5 A more sophisticated test,
which examined biometrics as well as verbal responses, was
administered to Rachel by Deckard in the movie Blade Runner (1982). Deckard, a trained specialist, determined correctly
that she was not human. In yet another instance, the plot of
the movie Ex-Machina (2014) centers on the test of an android
created by an eccentric billionaire genius. A man, Caleb, is
selected to spend a week testing Ava, the android. In a surprise twist of the plot, Ava is the only one to survive the test,
which must mean she surpassed the intelligence of the human
evaluators! Real life not fantasy, however, provides the most
compelling example of the rise of AI. The TV show Jeopardy
features a faceoff between the IBM computer program named
Watson and human participants. In 2011, the AI program
Watson handily defeated two of the best Jeopardy players by
demonstrating not only computer superiority over human fact
retention, but also the remarkable ability to work within natural human language.6 Watson has since gone on to successful

careers predicting the weather, analyzing customer data, supporting health care decisions, and even serving as a teaching
assistant in education.7
A last challenge from quasi-humans comes in emotional or
social imitations of human behaviors. Ray Kurzweil’s The Age
of Spiritual Machines is oddly titled since it primarily demonstrates the development of computer intelligence and relational abilities with humans.8 Not one statement in the book
addresses spirituality: none of the AI programs develop belief
in—or experience the presence of—God or gods. However,
the book does explore the subject of emotional intelligence
in machines. Also, Sherrie Turkle’s book Alone Together underscores how AI developers are encoding more and more
emotive-like responses into social robots.9 When robots present emotional cues, many people respond as if the robots are
alive, as if the AI programs are sentient.
“Anthro-confusion” or “anthro-bending” is finding unique expression today and will figure more prominently in public forums in the future. The French band Daft Punk, a human duo,
have dressed as robots for performances since 2000.10 Their
desire for anonymity has compelled them to appear as robots
and even provide synthetic sounding voices in some songs. In
the USA, the issue of projecting human essence upon inanimate figures is considered such a threat that in June 2018 the
House of Representatives unanimously passed a law against
the sale of pedophilic dolls and robots in the USA.11 Other
countries have in place or are considering similar bans. The
concern is that pedophiliacs who act out their passions with
synthetic likenesses of children will eventual seek the same
actions with real children. The issues of anthro-confusion
become more prominent the closer a robot resembles a person. For instance, bystanders viewing the assault of a vacuum
cleaner display different emotions than those watching the
assault of a replica of a person. Ethical issues with these new
quasi-humans will occupy public debate for years to come.
If quasi-humans can imitate humans in physical appearance
and function with intellectual and emotional responses, then
will there be nothing that distinguishes androids from humans? This creates ontological dilemmas for materialists and
people of faith alike. However, the types of problems resulting
from their viewpoints are quite different. Materialists such as
Ray Kurzweil look to the day where the digital duplication of
all synapses in a person’s brain can be accomplished. At that
point, the brain function of the person can be replicated as
a digital person to be placed in whatever container desired,

for instance, an android. This replica should be able to “fake”
all actions, desires, and even memories of the original. In
a different fashion, J. Craig Venter, who served on the team
that created the first synthetic cell, sees the possibility for replication of all life if the components of life can be properly
assembled. Thus, life is a complex coded sequence of DNA
which, with the proper assembly techniques, can be synthesized.12 Although Kurzweil’s and Venter’s approaches differ,
both see no division between the present living and future
synthetic possibilities. This viewpoint holds then that synthetic
humans can be just as “real” as their biological humans. As
a result, there is no reason for biological humans to claim
pre-eminence over the synthetic quasi-humans in any aspects.
But materialists are faced then with the dilemma of sentient
identification. While today no one is advocating human rights
for the AI program posing as a 13-year old Ukrainian boy or
IBM’s Watson, what about promoting human rights for a program that is exponentially more powerful? Precisely what is
the sentient demarcation for materialists and how will that be
determined? Is it model 9 or 10 that is deemed fully human?
For people of faith, however, the quasi-human dilemma appears in another form. People of faith express that there is a
spiritual dimension to human existence, one that extends beyond—though is intertwined with—physical existence. Quasi-humans thus, would never attain this essence of humanity.
This is because the essence of being a person is more than
human physical capabilities, intelligence, or emotions, rather—and most importantly—there are transcendent aspects of
humanity that are beyond the material. This is best illustrated
in this ancient Jewish writing:
And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life;
and man became a living being. (Genesis 2:7, New King
James Version)
Notice here that all the physical elements provided for the existence of man (Adam) were gathered from materials found on
earth, which are indicated in this passage as “the dust of the
ground.” In contemporary terms we might state that the bones,
tissues, and DNA were all in place. The mere assemblage of
the materials, however, did not result in human life. Only after
the breath of life, this transcendent quality is introduced, did
the man come into existence. Put in other words, there are
spiritual aspects that grant life to the physical, the material:
“Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceeds from the mouth of God.”13 “…in Him (God) we live
and move and have our being…”14 This is the existential and

theological question raised 200 years ago in Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein; can man create life or only God? Philosopher
John Searle states these transcendent aspects of life differently.
Function differs from consciousness. “Once you have the organized functioning brain, you do not yet have consciousness.
It has to emerge. Consciousness really is unlike neuron firings.”15 “Cell-by-cell computer emulation of the stomach is to
real digestive processes as cell-by-cell emulation of the brain
is to real cognitive processes.”16 Thus, appearing to be human
is not the same as being human. Quasi-humans that fake it are
still just that, only reproductions, only imitations.
This, however, does not remove people of faith from a dilemma unique to their vantage point. While intellectually they
might understand that quasi-humans do not have the transcendent qualities necessary to be human, the emotional cues
provided by social robots invoke responses as if they were
living. Sherrie Turkle poignantly writes:
Children breathe life into their dolls. With the Tamagotchi [an egg-like, interactive toy], we are in a realm of
objects that children see as having their own agendas,
needs, and desires. Children mourn the life the Tamagotchi has led…They sanction the idea that it is appropriate to mourn the digital—indeed, that there is something
“there” to mourn.17
Our creations, thus, are infused with qualities of who we are
and wish to be. Even as adults we may “breathe life” into
them. In the end the quasi-humans are attempts to re-define
human life, love, meaning, and significance. This means that
the way in which they are crafted, the manner in which they
replicate our actions, reveals less about them and more about
us.
Dr. Terry B. Ewell, Professor & Graduate
Coordinator for the Department of Music,
is the theme scholar for the 2018-19
academic year. Dr. Ewell is known as the
Bassoon Digital Professor throughout the
world, having over three hundred videos
now available on YouTube and 2reed.net.
He has been publishing online materials
for over 20 years. He has developed four online courses, all of
which have been taught at Towson University.
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